Get Kindergarten Ready at OC Public Libraries
OUR COLORFUL WORLD

Monsters Love Colors by Mike Austin (2013). Playful monsters combine their favorite crayons to create new colors, including one never before seen. XFICP AUSTIN M

Little Green Peas: a Big Book of Colors by Keith Baker (2014). Little green peas make their way into collections of objects of many different colors. XFICP BAKER K

Cat's Colors by Jane Cabrera (1997). A cat describes ten different colors and tells which one is its favorite. XFICP CABRERA J

Pete the Cat: I Love My White Shoes by James Dean and Eric Litwin (2008). Pete the Cat gets into colorful adventures while out walking in his new white shoes. XFICP DEAN J

Dog's Colorful Day: A Messy Story About Colors and Counting by Emma Dodd (2001). In this colorful story of a sloppy dog, you can count on a happy ending. XFICP DODD E

Color Zoo by Lois Ehlert (1989). A brightly colored title that introduces shapes with die-cut pages that reveal animal faces as you turn the pages. XFICP EHLERT L

Colors in the Garden by Marcos Farina (2022). This playful, early concepts board book introduces a colorful collection of plants and animals. XFICP FARINA M

Circle Under Berry by Carter Higgins (2021). It's a puzzle. A read-aloud. A Rubik's cube on paper. This striking, delightfully different exploration redefines what a picture book can be. XFICP HIGGINS C

The Hidden Rainbow by Christie Matheson (2020). Illustrations and simple, rhyming text invite the reader to uncover the rainbow of colors hidden in a garden. XFICP MATHESON C

Blue by Laura Vaccaro Seeger (2018). Learn about the different shades of blue and a special friendship. XFICP SEEGER L

What Color is Night by Grant Snider (2019). Against the backdrop of the dark blue night, the text explores the colors of things that one can see in the night, before falling asleep. XFICP SNIDER G

Red is a Dragon: A Book of Colors by Roseanne Thong (2001). A girl provides rhyming descriptions of the great variety of colors she sees around her, from the red of a dragon to the brown of her teddy bear. XFICP THONG R

Green on Green by Dianne White (2020). Illustrations and simple, rhyming text highlight the animals, fruits, feelings, and colors that characterize each season of the year. XFICP WHITE D

Bear Sees Colors by Karma Wilson (2014). Colors, colors, everywhere! Can you find colors just like Bear? While taking a walk with Mouse, Bear meets many other friends and sees colors everywhere. XFICP WILSON K

Edible Colors by Jennifer Vogel Bass (2014). Photographs of vegetables that explore a variety of colors. XP 535.6 BAS

Ruby, Violet, Lime: Looking for Color by Jane Brocket (2012). Striking photographs illustrate the colors in our world and how primary colors combine to make new colors. XP 535.6 BROCKET

Orange is an Apricot, Green is a Tree Frog: Explore the Natural World Through Color by Pascale Estellon (2020). Beautifully illustrates the variety of shades of color with vibrant drawings and new vocabulary. XP 578.47 EST
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